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Featured Application: The control reference parameter suggested in this study is implemented

in a Passive-Controlled Ankle Foot Orthosis (PICAFO) equipped with magnetorheological (MR)

brake on its ankle joint. Previously, the PICAFO has been shown to successfully deal with foot

drop by locking the foot ankle position during the swing phase. By adding functions such as

stance assistance, the user can get more benefits when using the PICAFO.

Abstract: This paper aims to present a preliminary study of control reference parameters for stance

assistance among different subjects and walking speeds using a passive-controlled ankle foot orthosis.

Four young male able-bodied subjects with varying body mass indexes (23.842 ± 4.827) walked in

three walking speeds of 1, 3, and 5 km/h. Two control references, average ankle torque (aMa), and

ankle angular velocity (aω), which can be implemented using a magnetorheological brake, were

measured. Regression analysis was conducted to identify suitable control references in the three

different phases of the stance. The results showed that aω has greater correlation (p) with body mass

index and walking speed compared to aMa in the whole stance phase (p1(aω) = 0.666 > p1(aMa) =

0.560, p2(aω) = 0.837 > p2(aMa) = 0.277, and p3(aω) = 0.839 > p3(aMa) = 0.369). The estimation

standard error (Se) of the aMa was found to be generally higher than of aω (Se1(aMa) = 2.251 >

Se1(aω) = 0.786, Se2(aMa) = 1.236 > Se2(aω) = 0.231, Se3(aMa) = 0.696 < Se3(aω) = 0.755). Future

studies should perform aω estimation based on body mass index and walking speed, as suggested by

the higher correlation and lower standard error as compared to aMa. The number of subjects and

walking speed scenarios should also be increased to reduce the standard error of control reference

parameters estimation.

Keywords: control parameter reference; stance assistance; magnetorheological brake; body mass

index; walking speed; ankle torque; ankle angular velocity
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1. Introduction

Walking gait assistance is essential, especially for people with abnormal gaits such as a weak ankle,

spasticity, or foot drop [1]. These symptoms are common in post-stroke patients doing rehabilitation.

In such cases, therapists and ancillary devices such as Ankle Foot Orthosis (AFO) may be used in

gait assistance [2]. The AFO is an L-shape brace that covers the lower limb from the foot to the

calf [3]. Figure 1 illustrates the gait assistance for foot drop patient using AFO. The reduction of

dorsiflexion (e.g., blue circle) resulted in unwanted plantarflexion, which may lead to abnormal

gait [4] toe-drags when walking [5]. The patient should avoid toe-dragging, as this disturbs walking

stability and increases the probability of a fall [6]. Here, the stiffness of the AFO joint restricts the

unwanted plantarflexion, which then prevents the foot drop symptom occurrence, thus increasing

walking stability. Because of this function, the post-stroke patients with foot drop symptom are usually

suggested to use AFO to address their gait abnormalities in rehabilitation [7].
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and flexible AFO did, but insufficient stiffness will result in insignificant gait assistance [8]. Several

research questions were highlighted as follows:

(1) What is the suitable control reference parameter for stance assistance using PICAFO? Controlling

the walking gait at the stance phase is not limited to the joint stiffness only. Other mechanical

properties that can serve as the control reference parameter is also presented, such as motion

parameter and assistive torque [11]. These mechanical properties are possible to be controlled

using active actuators such as tracking and generation of the ankle motion path using electric

motors [22–25], and assistive torque generation using pneumatics muscle [26–28] for balancing

the body [29]. However, in this study, PICAFO was equipped only with MR brake as the actuator,

which is not suitable for implementation of sophisticated control reference such as motion path.

On the other hand, additional actuators are not a wise choice due to consideration of complex

structure and overall weight of the PICAFO [30]. Because of that, mechanical properties such as

ankle torque and ankle angular velocity were chosen to be investigated in this study since these

can be controlled using an MR brake [31].

(2) What critical parameter is suitable for estimation of the control reference parameter? Estimating

the desired control reference requires information such as ground terrains, walking styles, user’s

anthropometrics, and other factors. In the previous study on AFO with MR brake, the control

reference estimation which associated with the walking style such as the walking speed has been

reported [32,33]. However, without investigation on the effect of the user’s anthropometric such

as body mass index (BMI) to the control reference. BMI is commonly used to describe human

identity [34]. Thus, an additional critical parameter such as the BMI is expected to increase the

control reference estimation accuracy.

To sum up, this preliminary study investigates the control reference parameters for stance

assistance using PICAFO. The chosen control reference parameters were ankle torque and ankle

angular velocity. On the other hand, the chosen critical parameters were walking speed and BMI.

Section 2 further discussed the research materials and methods. Meanwhile, Sections 3 and 4 discussed

the research findings and analysis, respectively.
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2. Materials and Methods

A walking experiment was conducted to answer the research questions. An advanced vehicle

research group experiment was conducted in a rehabilitation engineering facility under Malaysia-Japan

International Institute of Technology, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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Meanwhile, orthopedic doctors’ committee, Institutional Review Board of Education Hospital of

Universitas Sebelas Maret, Indonesia declared that the walking experiment in this study is safe for

work involving human subjects (approval letter: No. 893/UN27.49/TU/2018). Young male subjects

who could walk normally and had never suffered from any spasticity or foot symptoms in their life

participated in a walking experiment. The subjects gave their written consent before experimenting.

This section presents further details on the data collection, data processing, and data analysis for the

walking experiment.

2.1. Data Collection

Four young male able-bodied subjects with body mass indexes (BMI) of 18.026, 23.072, 24.509,

and 29.761, respectively, participated in the walking experiment. The setup was as shown in Figure 3.

Subjects who could walk normally were selected for the experiment and each had never suffered

from any spasticity and foot symptoms. Table 1 shows the details of the subjects anthropometric.

The experiment was done by having the subjects walked on a treadmill using the PICAFO as a test

measurement device, as shown in Figure 4. There were three sensors on the test device, namely a force

sensor, rotary encoder, and accelerometer. Data from the sensors were sent to a personal computer

through the USB-6211 data acquisition for data logging. Note that there was no applied controller for

the PICAFO stiffness; thus, it had zero stiffness for the whole data collection. For each subject, there

were three sessions of walking. The treadmill applied different walking speed, for instance, speeds

(Sp) of 1 km/h, 3 km/h, 5 km/h represent slow, medium, and fast walking velocity, respectively. In each

session, data of 20 steps of walking were collected and repeated two times. Therefore, there were a

total of 480 walking steps observations for analysis.
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Table 1. Subject’s anthropometric.

Anthropometric Parameters
Subject, Sb

Mean Standard Deviation
1 2 3 4

Body mass (kg) 45 61.3 70 97.5 68.45 21.964
Height (m) 1.58 1.63 1.69 1.81 1.678 9.912

BMI 18.026 23.072 24.509 29.761 23.842 4.827
Gender Male Male Male Male - -

Age (year) 29 25 25 29 27 2.310
Foot mass (kg) 2.353 2.589 2.715 3.114 2.693 0.276
Foot length (m) 0.135 0.14 0.15 0.17 0.1488 0.0134

As illustrated in Figure 4, the sensor placement and walking steps data collected from the sensors

are the followings:

1. Rotary encoder typed B1-106

Data collected: ankle position (θ), ankle angular velocity (ω), ankle angular acceleration (α).
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Sensor placement: at the ankle joint right after the MR brake in the same axis. The standing

position is the neutral position, dorsiflexion is a positive direction, and plantarflexion is a negative

direction [17].

2. 3-axis accelerometer ADXL-335

Data collected: linear ankle acceleration (a).

Sensor placement: near the ankle joint with x-axis on the horizontal sagittal plane and y-axis on

the vertical sagittal plane.

3. Force sensor FLX-A201

Data collected: ground reaction force on the heel (Fheel) and toe (Ftoe).

Sensor placement: inside the PICAFO insole with fix position such as 9 cm of toe distance and

6 cm of heel distance from the ankle joint axis in the sagittal plane.
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This research focused on the investigation of the ankle angular velocity and ankle torque. The ankle

angular velocity could be measured directly from the rotary encoder. However, the ankle torque could

not be measured directly. Therefore, the estimation of the ankle torque was conducted by using foot

dynamic equations [35]. Free body diagram of a foot during walking is shown in Figure 5. Equations

(1) and (2) described the net force equation on x-axis and y-axis. Equation (3) describes the net torque

around the foot center of mass (CoM), in which Fa is the ankle force; Ma is the ankle torque; Ftoe is

the GRF on toe; Fheel is the GRF on heel; m is the foot mass; I is the foot inertia around the center

of gyration (CoG); R is the distance of the working force to the CoM, g is the gravity constant; a is

a linear acceleration of the ankle; and α is the angular acceleration of the ankle. The up, right, and

counterclockwise (dorsiflexion) vectors are denoted with a positive (+ve) sign. Additionally, down,

left, and clockwise (plantarflexion) vectors are denoted with a negative (−ve) sign.

Fax + Ftoex + Fheelx = max (1)

Fay + Ftoey + Fheely −mg = may (2)

Ma − FaRa + FtoeRtoe − FheelRheel = Iα (3)
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Static and constant variables such as foot mass and foot length of the subject were measured before

conducting the data collection. The foot mass was the total of the actual foot mass (1.45% of the body’s

mass) and the PICAFO’s mass (1.7 kg) [35]. For example, subject 1 has a mass of 61.3 kg. Thus the foot

mass for the dynamic calculation is (61.3 Kg × 1.45%) + 1.7 Kg = 2.589 Kg. Foot mass and foot length

were further used to determine the foot inertia (I), CoM, foot CoG, Ra, Rtoe, and Rheel, as shown in

Table 2. After all the necessary parameters were determined, the estimation of the ankle force could

be done by solving Equations (1) and (2). Finally, the ankle force was included in Equation (3) for

estimating the ankle torque Ma.

Table 2. The subject’s derived anthropometric.

Anthropometric Parameters
Subject, Sb

Mean Standard Deviation
1 2 3 4

I (kgm2 × 10−2) 0.967 1.144 1.378 2.030 1.380 0.403
CoG (m) 0.064 0.067 0.071 0.081 0.071 0.006

CoM, Ra (m) 0.068 0.070 0.075 0.085 0.074 0.067
Rtoe (m) 0.028 0.018 0.015 0.015 0.019 0.005
Rheel (m) 0.122 0.132 0.135 0.135 0.131 0.005

2.2. Data Processing

In this research, the region of interest for investigating the control reference parameter was the

stance phase only. In preventing foot drop, the PICAFO can generate a maximum stiffness to lock the

foot position regardless of the subject’s anthropometric and walking style. Therefore, this study did

not consider the swing phase for the investigation. Because of that, the collected data, such as the ankle

torque and ankle angular velocity, were classified into three different phases of stance only such as IC

to FF (1), FF to HO (2), and HO to TO (3). IC is when the foot contacts the ground on the heel first after

the swing, while FF is when both toe and heel touch the ground while the body propelled forward.

HO, as the name suggests, is when the heel is lifted, pushing the ground. TO starts when the foot

begins to swing after being pushed off the ground. Measured data were divided into several phases

to obtain the data average. The difference between the ankle position and the time-lapse defined the

average ankle angular velocity (aω). On the other hand, the mean of all the data point presented in

that phase defined the average ankle torque (aMa). For illustration, see Figure 6.

2.3. Data Analysis

The goal of this preliminary research was to identify suitable control reference parameters (aω

or aMa) for estimation based on BMI and walking speed (WS) in three different phases of stance.

Regression analysis such as multiple R, R-squared, adjusted R-squared, the standard of error, and t-test

for critical parameter coefficients were the tools. The regression error was assumed to be independent

one to another with constant variance; thus, it has a normal distribution. Therefore, the regression

response (control reference) and the slope parameter (critical parameter coefficient) were also normally
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distributed. Table 3 presents the scenario for data analysis. The value of R explains the correlation

between the critical parameter and control reference. A value for R near to one indicates better

correlation. The standard error explains the relationship nature of the critical parameter and control

reference. The less standard error means a better relationship. As for the t-test, it was conducted to see

the probability of the critical parameter coefficient being zero (P-value > 0.05). Zero coefficient means

that the critical parameter is insignificant for the control reference estimation.
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Table 3. Data analysis scenario.

Case Stance Phase
Critical Parameter Control Reference

BMI WS aω aMa

1

IC to FF

√ √

2
√ √

3
√ √

4
√ √

5
√ √ √

6
√ √ √

7

FF to HO

√ √

8
√ √

9
√ √

10
√ √

11
√ √ √

12
√ √ √

13

HO to TO

√ √

14
√ √

15
√ √

16
√ √

17
√ √ √

18
√ √ √

3. Result

This section describes the results of the data analysis. Figures 7–9 show the linear regression

of control reference parameter aω and aMa during IC to FF, FF to HO, and HO to TO respectively.

The estimation of the actual value (blue dot) was conducted based on walking speed (grey dash line)

only; BMI (yellow dash line) only; and a combination of both (orange dotted line). The left graph

shows the actual and estimated values from the walking speed point of view, while the right graph

shows the actual and estimation value from the BMI point of view. Table 4 presents the regression

statistic result. Lastly, Table 5 presents the estimation value and t-test results of the critical parameter

coefficient for multiple regression of control reference parameter aω and aMa.
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The correlation of the control reference parameter with walking speed shows an inverse relationship.

If aω has a positive correlation, then aMa has a negative correlation (Figure 8) and vice versa

(Figures 7 and 9). Meanwhile, from a BMI point of view, a similar correlation behavior is also observed,

however with a less steep gradient. The analysis considered only the absolute correlation value. Table 4

presents the correlation analysis results in terms of multiple R (p), and R-squared (p2). The results show

that the combination of walking speed and BMI to the control reference parameter has the highest

correlation score compare to when they are just a stand-alone critical parameter in all stance phases.

This result is also consistent for both the control reference parameter aω and aMa. However, the highest

correlation score belonged to aω instead of aMa (p1(aω) = 0.666 > p1(aMa) = 0.560, p2(aω) = 0.837 >

p2(aMa) = 0.277, and p3(aω) = 0.839 > p3(aMa) = 0.369).
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Table 4. Regression statistic result.

Phase Regression Statistics
aω aMa

WS BMI WS & BMI WS BMI WS & BMI

IC to FF

Multiple R (p1) 0.625 0.159 0.666 0.558 0.117 0.560

R Square (p12) 0.391 0.025 0.444 0.311 0.014 0.314
Standard Error (Se1) 0.822 1.040 0.786 2.253 2.695 2.251

FF to HO

Multiple R (p2) 0.830 0.199 0.837 0.246 0.154 0.277

R Square (p22) 0.689 0.039 0.700 0.060 0.024 0.077
Standard Error (Se2) 0.235 0.413 0.231 1.245 1.270 1.236

HO to TO

Multiple R (p3) 0.645 0.607 0.839 0.130 0.357 0.369

R Square (p32) 0.416 0.368 0.705 0.017 0.128 0.136
Standard Error (Se3) 1.060 1.103 0.755 0.742 0.699 0.696

Observations 480 480 480 480 480 480
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The standard error (Se) results in Table 4 show that in general, the estimation of aMa has higher

Se compare to estimation of aω (Se1(aMa) = 2.251 > Se1(aω) = 0.786, Se2(aMa) = 1.236 > Se2(aω) =

0.231, Se3(aMa) = 0.696 < Se3(aω) = 0.755). BMI based estimation resulted in the highest estimated

Se for each aω and aMa. On the other hand, the estimation based on walking speed only shows a

smaller standard error, but the error reduced more when the two critical parameters were combined.

For instance, during HO to TO, the standard error of aω was 1.060 based on WS only, 1.103 based on

BMI only, and 0.755 based on the combination of both. For illustrations of the reduced standard error,

see Figures 7–9. The estimations based on both walking speed and BMI show wider coverage in hitting

the actual value compare to estimation based on walking speed or BMI only.

The results of critical parameter coefficient estimation show that the WS coefficient consistently

has the opposite sign between aω and aMa estimation for the whole stance phase, similar to the

correlation analysis result. BMI coefficient results also show agreement with the correlation analysis

result. The t-test results reveal that all coefficients for aω estimation were significantly not possible to

be zero (P-value < 0.05). However, some coefficient for aMa estimation was insignificantly not possible

to be zero. For instance, BMI coefficient has a confidence interval of −0.002 to 0.009 during IC to FF

(P-value = 0.201), and WS coefficient has a confidence interval of 0.000 to 0.009 during HO to TO

(P-value = 0.061).

Table 5. Critical parameter coefficient for multi regression of aω and aMa: estimation value and

t-test result.

aω

IC to FF Coefficients Standard Error Lower 95% Upper 95% t Stat P-value

Intercept −1.807 0.234 −2.266 −1.347 −7.735 <0.05
WS −0.431 0.025 −0.481 −0.380 −16.898 <0.05
BMI 0.058 0.010 0.039 0.077 6.035 <0.05

FF to HO Coefficients Standard Error Lower 95% Upper 95% t Stat P-value

Intercept −0.238 0.069 −0.372 −0.103 −3.461 <0.05
WS 0.216 0.007 0.202 0.231 28.889 <0.05
BMI 0.011 0.003 0.005 0.016 3.740 <0.05

HO to TO Coefficients Standard Error Lower 95% Upper 95% t Stat P-value

Intercept 3.841 0.224 3.400 4.282 17.126 <0.05
WS −0.508 0.024 −0.557 −0.460 −20.783 <0.05
BMI −0.177 0.009 −0.195 −0.159 −19.244 <0.05

aMa

IC to FF Coefficients Standard Error Lower 95% Upper 95% t Stat P-value

Intercept 1.348 0.669 0.033 2.662 2.015 <0.05
WS 0.939 0.073 0.796 1.082 12.874 <0.05
BMI 0.035 0.003 −0.019 0.089 1.281 0.201

FF to HO Coefficients Standard Error Lower 95% Upper 95% t Stat P-value

Intercept 5.572 0.367 4.850 6.294 15.172 <0.05
WS −0.187 0.040 −0.265 −0.108 −4.659 <0.05
BMI −0.039 0.015 −0.068 −0.009 −2.565 <0.05

HO to TO Coefficients Standard Error Lower 95% Upper 95% t Stat P-value

Intercept 0.930 0.207 0.523 1.337 4.495 <0.05
WS 0.042 0.023 −0.002 0.087 1.881 0.061
BMI 0.061 0.008 0.045 0.078 7.225 <0.05

4. Discussion

The goal of this preliminary study was to identify whether ankle angular velocity or ankle

torque is the better control reference parameter for implementation of stance assistance using MR

brake in PICAFO. The control reference parameter must adapt to different subjects and walking
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situations to maximize the benefit of using PICAFO [11]. Here, different subjects were represented by

BMI, while the walking situations were represented by walking speed. Therefore, a superior control

reference parameter is expected to have a high correlation with the BMI and walking speed during the

stance phase.

The results of the regression analysis revealed that the ankle angular velocity is the preferable

control reference parameter rather than ankle torque. The ankle angular velocity has a higher correlation

score with BMI and walking speed compared to ankle torque, as shown in Table 3. The overall standard

error of ankle angular velocity estimation is lower than the ankle torque estimation, which strengthens

the correlation score result. The result of estimation and t-test of the critical parameter coefficient

also shows the superiority of ankle angular velocity as control reference parameter where all the

critical parameter coefficients were statistically significant not zero as shown in Table 4. However,

the presented result cannot conclude the relationship between control reference and critical parameter

due to a lack of sufficient participating subjects and regression model testing, which is a limitation of

this study.

In the context of critical parameters, the results revealed that the combination of BMI and walking

speed produced better estimations than a stand-alone parameter. Single-handedly, the walking speed

alone already has enough correlation with both control reference parameters, especially ankle angular

velocity, as shown in Table 3. This result agrees with the previous work by Kikuchi et al. in which the

ankle angular velocity during IC to FF was predicted using the walking speed [32,33]. However, in this

preliminary research, additional parameters such as BMI have been shown to improve the overall

correlation score. Also, the standard error results support the correlation analysis. The standard error

reduced when a combination of walking speed and BMI is used for estimation of ankle angular velocity,

as shown in Table 3.

To sum up, the ankle angular velocity is the better choice for use as a control reference parameter,

which can be estimated based on walking speed and BMI as revealed by the results. The implementation

of the control reference parameter using the MR brake is also not difficult, because the feedback signal

can be measured directly by using a rotary encoder. Ankle velocity can also be used to classify the gait

phases [36]. This means that only rotary encoder is necessary as the sensor for both classification and

control function in future implementation. Further study should be conducted in the future, which

mainly focused on reducing the standard error of the control reference estimation. Improvement can

be made by comparing a different kind of regression model and adding the sample sizes (subject

number and walking speed). After obtaining a better fit estimation, the PICAFO system can implement

the control reference parameter for stance assistance. Then, in a training session with the patient,

for example, the therapist can optimally configure the PICAFO system simply by inserting the patient’s

walking speed and BMI.
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